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Holy Cross launches Become More campaign!

Greetings,

As you will read in the following pages, the College recently  
held the official kickoff for the Become More campaign. It was a 
spectacular weekend, filled with the kind of celebratory spirit for 
which Holy Cross is well known — an exciting launch, appropriate  
to the ambitious goals of this campaign. 

One of the themes that emerged repeatedly over this weekend,  
and continues to resonate, is the meaning of our history as a college 
and as a community — and how the Become More campaign will 
build, naturally and appropriately, on that history. How a thrilling 
and transformative future, that is, will grow out of a rich and majestic 
past. On kickoff weekend, we were reminded that Holy Cross began 
with a vision. We heard Bishop Fenwick’s words, written in January 
1843 to his Provincial, stating his intention to “immediately erect a 
college” on Packachoag Hill. What has transpired in the 175 years 
since Bishop Fenwick broke ground and turned his dream into a  
reality, is nothing short of awesome. For almost two centuries, 
through all manner of change and setback, Holy Cross has not only 
endured, but thrived. And today, we are about to enter a new era, 
full of dreams and hopes that would make our founders proud. 

Crusaders have been called “rebellious optimists,” and it’s not  
hard to see why. Whether we are shocking the NCAA tournament 
analysts, or breaking philanthropy records with a newly designed 
“micro-challenge,” there is something in the Holy Cross ethos  
that fosters outsized ambitions and hard-won outcomes. This is the 
same spirit at the heart of Become More. We have never before  
attempted a fundraising goal of this magnitude. We have never 
before envisioned the expansion of our facilities and our campus in 
this manner, or the creation of so many varied and new initiatives 
that will strengthen and energize our curriculum and our  
co-curricular programs. And we have never before stated so  
simply but so boldly our intention to be the answer to so many of 
the world’s problems. 

In the wake of this triumphant launching of Become More, we are 
positioned to write the next chapter of our story, by making this 
campaign the most successful in our history. We thank you for  
your support and your generosity. And we look forward to working  
together over the next four, exciting years to help our college realize 
its vast potential. 

Anne Schiffmann Fink ’85, P17

Richard Patterson ’80

William Phelan ’73, P04, 01, 99

FROM THE CAMPAIGN CO-CHAIRS

Office of Advancement 
College of the Holy Cross
One College Street
Worcester, MA 01610
508-793-3776 
stewardship@holycross.edu
www.holycross.edu

T he campus came alive with excitement the weekend 
of April 29 – May 1 as members of the Holy Cross 
community celebrated a defining moment in the 
College’s 173-year history: the kickoff of the  

ambitious $400-million Become More campaign.

* * *

On Friday night, Dinand Library was transformed into a 
vibrant performance venue for the “Jookin’ Jam Session with 
Lil Buck, Cristina Pato and Friends.” 

Throughout the wildly entertaining show, international 
dance phenomenon Charles ‘Lil Buck’ Riley, accompanied by 
an international cast of musicians — including Pato, a Galician 
bagpiper and member of Yo-Yo Ma’s Silk Road Ensemble,  
and former Holy Cross artist-in-residence — energized the 
standing-room-only crowd with his signature style of dance, 
jookin’. 

At one point, the entire audience seemed to hold its breath 
as the sneaker-clad Buck gracefully glided, spun, and weaved 
across the stage to Saint-Saëns’ “The Swan,” — and they 
responded with an enthusiastic standing ovation.

But it was a quartet of talented Holy Cross student dancers 
who stole the show: Kalif Raymond ’16, Ameer Phillips ’17, 
Hannah Comeau ’18, and Carmela Clave ’19. 

“My favorite part was when [Lil Buck] brought up the  
students and they all jammed out together,” said Matt  
Freije ’19, after witnessing the joyful explosion of music and 
dance. “That was just so fun to see.”

* * *

Saturday marked the historic beam signing and dedication 
of the Hart Center at the Luth Athletic Complex, and hundreds 
of students, faculty, staff, alumni, and Trustees gathered to 
show their appreciation for John E. Luth ’74 and his wife, 
Joanne Chouinard-Luth, D.M.D., and their record-setting gift, 
which is set to usher in a new era in Holy Cross athletics. 

With excavators and mountains of dirt as the backdrop,  
the speakers, including Director of Athletics Nathan Pine and 
Board Chair John Mahoney ’73, expressed their enthusiasm 
and gratitude for the building, which is slated to open in 2018.

According to the Luths, exercise and fitness benefit  
students both physically and mentally: “You have a much 
greater ability to be more functional over your lifetime, and 
that’s a gift and a responsibility, and you need to go forward 
and do something with it.”

* * *

In addition to athletics, the celebratory weekend also  
showcased the dynamic academic life at Holy Cross, through  

a range of engaging and informative sessions across 
campus, including a symposium, “The Value and 

Relevancy of a Jesuit Education in the 21st 
Century,” held in Dinand on Saturday 

afternoon. 
Moderated by Stephanie Yuhl,  

professor of history, four successful 

With Big Dreams and Bold 
Plans, We Become More

(continued on page 7)
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The festivities began on Friday night with “A Jookin’ Jam Session 
with Lil Buck, Cristina Pato, and Friends” in a packed Dinand 
Library Main Reading Room.

National Chair of the Holy Cross Fund Shaun Mathews ‘77 
enjoys Lil Buck and student performers.

Current and former members of the Board gathered on Friday evening. 
The P. Kevin Condron ’67 Award for Outstanding Trustee Service was 
awarded to Park Smith ’54. (left to right) Rev. Philip Boroughs, S.J., 
Kevin Condron, Park Smith, and Chair of the Board John Mahoney ‘73.

Jim Mooney ‘90, Susan (Power) Curtin ‘93, and John Mullman ‘82, 
P07 discuss their investment in financial aid and scholarships.

A lunchtime performance featuring Brooks Music Scholars  
and Visiting Artists in Brooks Concert Hall.

David Ozuna ‘17 and Professor Leon Claessens open their lab 
in the Integrated Science Complex to visitors.

AnnMaura Connolly ‘86, Doug Baker ‘81, Maggie Wilderotter 
‘77, and Brian Kelley ‘83 participate in the symposium, “The 
Value and Relevancy of a Jesuit Education in the 21st Century.”

Hundreds of students dressed in purple turned out to thank  
the Luths at the beam-signing event.

The Luth family sign a ceremonial beam that will be used in the 
construction of the new facility, as AD Nathan Pine looks on.

President Philip L. Boroughs, S.J., arrives at the gala attired  
in purple for the special occasion held in Kimball Hall.

Tom ‘82 and Claire Joyce, arrive at Kimball. The Joyces 
were recognized for their remarkable support of the 
Contemplative Center.

Guests are greeted by students as they enter Kimball 
quad for the “Don Your Purple” gala celebration.

Gordie Lockbaum ‘88, co-chair of the Crusader Athletics Fund,  
and his wife, Denise.

Gene ‘93 and Maura Fredey ‘94 arrive for the  
gala celebration.
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Trustees Brian Kelley ‘83 and Bob Moriarty ‘83, capture the moment. Fr. Boroughs and Phil Gibson ‘95 are in the purple spirit. Among the talented student performers were, at left,  
Ali Christovich ‘18, and at right, Diana Hurtado ‘18.

Payton Shubrick ‘15 and John Milner ‘15 arrive at the gala. 

Rev. Michael C. McFarland, S.J., 31st president of Holy Cross, 
greets Marybeth Kearns-Barrett ‘84, P18,14,13, director of the 
Office of College Chaplains.

Master of Ceremonies Mark Shriver ‘86 banters with the internationally renowned bagpiper, pianist, and educator Cristina Pato.

Bob Danahy ‘55 and Kathryn Hamill, wife of John Hamill ‘61. 

Osvaldo Golijov, Loyola Professor of Music, and Lynn Kremer,  
the Rev. John E. Brooks, S.J., Chair in the Humanities. 

Student actors Erik Schneider ‘16 and Rebekah Dowdelle ‘16  
perform a scene from the College’s recent production of Hamlet.

Kimball quad awash in purple light.

Chantal Gonzales ‘12, Harry Chiu ‘12, Christina Richardson ‘14, 
Brian Lewin ‘11, and Yarlennys Villaman ‘14.
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Shaun Mathews ‘77, a member of the Campaign Cabinet, 
donned his purple Converse for the gala.

Rev. John Savard, S.J., rector of the Jesuit Community at Holy Cross, 
and Ann Halleron Eagan ‘87, P20, 16.

John Mullman ‘82, P07, Michael Greene ‘84, and Andy O’Brien ‘85, 
P16, 13, 11

Joe Donelan ‘72 generously provided Donelan Family Wines for 
the Kickoff Weekend.

Jim Mooney ‘90 is recognized for his (and his wife, Lisa’s) investment 
in students through gifts to financial aid. 

From right to left: Susan Doran P16, Bill Doran ‘77, P16, John Milner ‘15, Gordie Lockbaum ‘88, take in the performance. Linda Johnson Smith P16 and Park Smith ‘54 at the cocktail 
party in the quad prior to dinner.

Margaret Freije P19, 13, vice president for academic affairs  
and dean of the College

Neil Prior ‘56 and his wife, Trudie, are recognized for their  
tremendous support of the arts at Holy Cross.

Fr. Boroughs and Tracy Barlok P19, vice president for  
Advancement, recognize early investors in the Campaign.

Joan Flynn P11, 09, 05, 04, Campaign Co-Chair Bill Phelan ‘73, P04, 
01, 99, Tom Ryan ‘76, P05, and Greg Flynn ‘73.

Jason Godwin, Laura Cutone-Godwin ‘96, and Stan Grayson ‘72,  
with his wife, Patricia, enjoy the post-dinner celebration in the tent.

Fr. Boroughs celebrates Mass at St. Joseph Memorial Chapel before 
tours departed to the Joyce Contemplative Center on Sunday.
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FRANCINE: First of all, do you remember how we 
met? We were introduced, if I recall, by a mutual 
friend. I believe it was at a get-together at someone’s 
apartment on Cambridge St.? 

SUSAN: That’s right. I was living at the Cambridge 
St. apartments. And I think it was a couple of fellow 
freshmen who introduced us one night when you 
came over. And we became fast friends. I just sort of 
fell in with this group of New York City kids. Which 

was funny, because I had grown up north of  
Los Angeles. And we came from pretty different 
backgrounds. 

FRANCINE: Well, that’s one of the things I find 
interesting and, at the same time, somewhat  
emblematic of Holy Cross. We were two people  

from very different backgrounds, who had very  
different experiences growing up. But the shared  
experience of Holy Cross was so powerful, we  
became lifelong friends. 

SUSAN: Exactly. The shared experience was also 
about the way students form values and an ethical 
vision, a way of seeing the world more broadly.  
It’s a uniquely strong bond. I came from suburban 
Los Angeles. You came from Yonkers. But we ended 

up close friends and since have shared some of our 
most important life events, including being in each 
other’s weddings, sharing the joys and tribulations of 
being parents and also dealing with life’s hardships 
as they’ve come along.  

FRANCINE: Right. My mother is from Ecuador 
and my father is from Puerto Rico. You were a 

third-generation Crusader. I was one of the first 
people in my family to go to college. This was a huge 
deal! My parents wanted that for my sisters and me. 
They constantly took us to museums and cultural 
events. And when I was in high school, Holy Cross 
actually sent a bus down to bring some of us to 
Worcester so that we could see the campus and visit 
classes. I remember Rey Cabrera, my classmate, was 
on that same bus. I applied to the College, and was 
accepted. But I remember that when I actually came 
here to live, it was a challenge. I had come from a 
city where I didn’t feel out of place. I didn’t feel  
different. There were a lot of people in New York who 
looked like me. But, in fact, that experience was a 
real eye-opener for me. I was assigned to room with 
a woman from rural Maine. I remember on that 
first day, thinking, Well, we’ll have nothing in common. 
But we ended up living together for four years. And 
today, she’s still one of my dearest friends. 

SUSAN: That’s right. And coincidentally she  
married the classmate from your first bus trip up  
to visit campus!   

FRANCINE: But your experience was different 
from most. You transferred into Holy Cross from 
another school.

SUSAN: That’s right. I had originally gone to an 
enormous school out west on a golf scholarship. 
There were 30,000 undergraduate students.  
I remember that my freshman biology class had  
800 students in it. And, to be honest, the school was 
much less challenging, academically. To go from that 
to Holy Cross was enlightening. Holy Cross was the 
opposite of that — small classes, one-on-one time 
with professors who genuinely got to know you. And 
a truly challenging curriculum. I was just a number 
at that large university. And I was only expected to 
regurgitate what I was hearing in auditorium  
lectures. So to transfer from that and walk into a 
Holy Cross classroom, where I was immediately 
interacting with my professor, who was challenging 
me right from the start to become the best version 
of myself, well, the contrast was stark and it really 
drove home, forever, the value of what takes  
place here. 

“The Shared Experience Was So Powerful”
Two friends reflect on their time on the Hill and how it changed their lives.

“I’ve been given this wonderful opportunity to serve  
the College and try to make it even better for the next 
generation of students coming along.”— Susan (Power) Curtin ’93

Susan (Power) Curtin ’93 and Francine Rosado-Cruz ’94 arrived in Worcester from different backgrounds. But from 
their first meeting, they forged a friendship that has lasted — and grown — for over 25 years, through career changes, 
marriage, children, joy, and loss. 

Curtin is managing director of the Kenrose Kitchen Table Foundation, which is the J.D. Power family foundation. 
She is a general partner in Power Family Enterprises LP and serves on several boards and committees, including the 
Boston Children’s Hospital Trust, Boston Children’s Hospital Heart Center, Francis Ouimet Scholarship Fund, and 
National Coast Guard Museum Association. Prior to joining the family business, Susan was the executive director of 
the New England Golf Course Owners Association. She has served as a third-class petty officer in the United States 
Coast Guard Reserve. She lives in Massachusetts with her husband, Mike ’91, and their two sons, Jack and James. 

Rosado-Cruz is the global diversity and inclusion director for Microsoft’s Corporate Functions, including finance,  
human resources, marketing, business development, and corporate, external, and legal affairs. She is responsible for  
the creation of a world-class environment to enable and inspire the engagement of women within the company’s sales,  
marketing, and service groups. Francine is a frequent speaker and panelist on the topic of diversity and inclusion.  
She lives in New York with her husband, Jason Cruz, and their two children, Jonas and Lily. 

Recently, while back in Worcester for a meeting of the College’s Board of Trustees, the two friends sat down at a  
favorite Worcester haunt, the Boulevard Diner, and discussed their shared history and their thoughts about the  
College’s mission and its future.

Susan (Power) Curtin ’93  
and Francine Rosado-Cruz ’94  
at the Boulevard Diner.
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FRANCINE: It’s interesting, because, what I’ve 
come to find most informative and useful about my 
experience at the College is a function of the way  
I was educated here, the way I was taught to think 
critically and deeply, to wrestle with the hard 
questions — questions about the world and about 
myself. I want to be completely honest here.  
I graduated from Holy Cross feeling conflicted 
about my experiences over the previous four years. 
Somewhat regretful over my lack of engagement and 
over issues of diversity and inclusion. I recently had 
the most compelling conversation with Fr. Boroughs 
about this. It was inspiring. We speak about how 
Holy Cross develops its students to become life-long 
learners. And I believe that is something that 
happens here. In my own personal experience,  
I found myself able to think critically about my time 
on Mount St. James. To ask, again, the hard ques-
tions, such as, What was my own accountability for my 
situation? And, How might I have changed, shifted, 

pivoted, to think about things differently, to have 
engaged with my experience in other ways? 

SUSAN: I know what you’re saying. The totality of 
the experience at Holy Cross seems to me to bring 
these important questions continually to the fore-
front of your mind as you move through life. This 
sense of regularly asking, What are my responsibilities 
to myself, to those around me, and to the whole world? 
This is part of what we’re talking about when we 
define ourselves as a liberal arts college in the Jesuit 
tradition. 

FRANCINE: It’s fascinating to me. It’s as if the 
College, as an institution, continually engages with 
these questions in the same manner that we do, as 
individuals. As alumni. For instance, in my conver-
sation with Fr. Boroughs, he was asking, How do we 
perpetually evolve the student experience for the better? 

How do we, as a college, continuously discover what a 
student will need in a rapidly changing world and how 
do we adapt to those needs, even as we maintain the 
traditions and values that have made us who we are?

SUSAN: Speaking of the student experience, what 
were your favorite classes at Holy Cross, Francine? 

FRANCINE: Well, my poetry class with Professor 
Robert Cording was life-changing. It was transfor-
mative. To look that closely, that deeply, at language. 
At how a poem builds meaning. To this day, I have 
Elizabeth Bishop’s Collected Poems on my bookshelf. 
What about you?

SUSAN:  I took a class on Liberation Theology that 
was fascinating. I loved it. It was so challenging and 
so provocative. It really made me think more deeply 
about my faith, and its meaning, and its expression 
in the world. In fact, I’d say that class taught me 
what real faith actually is. To be able to explore and 

challenge and question and think. To think critically 
about this crucial aspect of one’s life. Which, again, 
was completely the opposite approach from the 
university where I’d previously studied, where it was 
completely dogmatic. Just memorize and repeat. In 
fact, I’d say it’s that very thing you’re talking about 
— that experience of growth and development and 
maturation during those four years on the Hill — 
that is why I feel privileged to serve on the board. 
I think as you pass through all these life-forming 
experiences, your vision expands. So, for me, at 
some point, I started to understand the gifts I was 
given along the way were provided by a long line of 
people who came before me. All those people who 
built and shaped and steered this College. And that 
understanding made me realize that it was my turn. 
I’ve been given this wonderful opportunity to serve 
the College and try to make it even better for the 
next generation of students coming along. I love 

meeting students and being a mentor to them. It’s 
tremendously rewarding. And, again, it’s a learning 
experience for me. Certainly, Holy Cross is a much 
different place today than it was when I attended, 
just as it was a different place for me than it had 
been for my father. But in the midst of all those 
changes, the mission of the College is still informed 
by the same core values. 

FRANCINE: I absolutely agree. I feel as if the  
legacy I want to leave to the College is that my own 
service helped to perpetuate the continuity of our 
Jesuit identity and mission. And I think that  
this is a challenge in regard to the way our culture 
and our society is evolving. And that’s why it’s so  
imperative that we continue to offer an  
alternative to the dehumanizing aspects of the  
contemporary world. Anyone who experiences  
Holy Cross understands that the effort to develop 
the entire individual isn’t just words. It’s not simply 
a slogan. Just look at the campaign initiatives.  
We’re building the Joyce Contemplative Center. 
We’re transforming the Hart Center. We’re planning 
the Arts Center. Look at our interdisciplinary initia-
tives in the curriculum. All of these things are im-
portant for the development of the entire person, for 
access to a broad range of experiences. I had dinner 
last night with a student who was a double-major — 
physics and music. And he was equally passionate 
about both fields. You could just hear the satisfac-
tion that he derived from being able to pursue both 
interests. That’s just amazing. 

SUSAN: When you meet these students who are so 
passionate and so talented, it’s as if you’re seeing 
the embodiment of the College’s mission. And it 
reminds you of how important the College’s work is, 
because, frankly, as we say, “The world needs Holy 
Cross.” I really believe that. It’s important that we 
produce leaders in all sectors of the world — busi-
ness, science, medicine, the arts. We want to produce 
leaders who are deeply grounded in ethical thinking. 
That’s what Holy Cross has done for almost two 
centuries now. It has slowly labored to change the 
world by transforming the individual. What could be 
more important than that?  

“Anyone who experiences Holy Cross understands that 
the effort to develop the entire individual isn’t just words. 
It’s not simply a slogan.”— Francine Rosado-Cruz ’94

  

alumni shared how their Holy Cross education has shaped their lives  
and work: Douglas M. Baker Jr. ’81, chairman of the board and chief 
executive officer of Ecolab Inc.; AnnMaura Connolly ’86, chief strategy 
officer and executive vice president of City Year, Inc.; Brian P. Kelley 
’83, vice chairman of Keurig Green Mountain, Inc.; and Mary Agnes 
“Maggie” Wilderotter ’77, former chief executive officer and executive 
chairman of Frontier Communications.

With wit and candor, the panelists offered insights into ethical 
leadership, organizational values and effective management, among 
other topics. Despite their different paths, all agreed that their careers 
were positively impacted by the Jesuit, liberal arts foundation they 
received at Holy Cross. And their message resonated with the  
audience.

Hilary Shea ’18 described the event as “inspiring,” particularly 
hearing that “with a liberal arts education you can end up anywhere.”

Saturday night featured the centerpiece of the weekend, a gala 
dinner attended by more than 400 alumni and friends of the College. 

“The gala was a wonderful success, in that it demonstrated  
quite vividly the strength and depth of our College at its best,”  
said Fr. Boroughs. 

Held in Kimball Hall, which was bathed in purple lighting 
and set up for “family-style” dining, the gala was hosted by 

Mark K. Shriver ’86, and featured a welcoming concert 
and dance by visiting artists and students, a musical 

grace sung by the College’s Chamber Singers, a 
scene from the acclaimed recent campus pro-

duction of Hamlet, and a theatrical perfor-
mance of the history of Holy Cross in letters 
and documents from the College’s archives. 
In his remarks after dinner, Fr. Boroughs 

announced that the Become More campaign, with four years left to 
run, had already surpassed the $240 million mark, on its way to a  
$400 million goal. 

Shriver declared the gala a tremendous success, saying that it was  
a fine reflection of “the greatest college in the world.”

* * *

Gray skies on Sunday morning did little to dampen the spirits of 
those in attendance at the 9:30 Mass in St. Joseph Memorial Chapel 
where Fr. Boroughs presided, joined by members of Holy Cross’ Jesuit 
community and alumni, who concelebrated. Students served as  
greeters, lectors, servers, and Communion ministers.

In his homily, Fr. Boroughs reflected on the weekend, acknowledg-
ing that this is an exciting time for Holy Cross, but an undertaking of 
this magnitude requires great faith and trust in the Holy Spirit for 
guidance. “… as this wonderful weekend draws to a close, and as  
the next phase of our comprehensive campaign begins, we must be 
prudent, but we must not be afraid. The Holy Spirit has been with us 
on this hilltop for 173 years, bringing new life out of loss and hope out 
of great transition,” he preached, concluding by asking Jesus to  
“send us forward in faith.”

According to Kimberly Stone ’90, president of the Holy Cross 
Alumni Association, the weekend’s events — from the artistry of the 
jam session, to the revelry of the gala dinner, to the majesty of the 
Mass — set the tone perfectly for the Become More campaign and its 
ambitious goals. “I think this weekend was spectacular. It was inspiring, 
it was awe-inducing, it was just amazing.”  

Campaign kickoff   (continued from page 2)
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What he did at Holy Cross 
“I attended Holy Cross on an athletic scholarship. I played Varsity Basketball 
(Co-Captain ’71–’72), Freshman Baseball, Healy Head Resident Assistant, a 
member of 1843 Club, and a founding member of the Black Student Union.”

What he does now 
“I am the retired Vice Chairman and Chief Operating Officer of the former 
minority-owned investment banking firm of M.R. Beal & Co., specializing in 
municipal and corporate finance.”

Giving Well
A selection of inspiring stories from donors who share their approaches to giving to Holy Cross

Stan Grayson ’72 

Grew up in …  
Detroit, Michigan

Currently resides in …   
New York City

Family  
Wife, Patricia; daughter, Lauren;  
son, Stephen

Memorable Holy Cross teachers 
“One that immediately comes to mind is Dr. Edward Flynn, who taught me 
two years of Spanish. His interest in me as an individual, and as a student, was 
remarkable. He was both a mentor and a trusted friend. His teaching style made 
learning Spanish fun and was immensely helpful in building my self-confidence 
and public speaking skills.”

Why he believes in Holy Cross   
“During a very difficult social and political period, Holy Cross was an envi-
ronment where I was able to develop a close personal relationship with faculty 
members, senior administrators, and coaches that has continued throughout my 
life. Holy Cross provided me with a great education and a strong foundation of 
analytical and critical thought that has helped me at each step of my professional 
career.”

How he focuses his Holy Cross philanthropy and why   
“Holy Cross considerably expanded the world I knew. Today, some of my closest 
friends are individuals I met on campus. Then and now I always felt that the 
fraternity of Holy Cross alumni was one or two calls or letters away to help or 
direct me in my social, political, athletic, or career objectives or pursuits. I owe 
Holy Cross a huge debt of gratitude for a wonderful education and for the many 
ways it has touched and been a part of my life since I arrived on campus as a 
freshman in the fall of 1968. One of the ways I have tried to ‘pay it forward’ is by 
being a regular contributor to the Holy Cross Fund.”

What he did at Holy Cross 
“I studied Math and Economics, was a member of the Honors Program,  
was a lifeguard for my work/study job, and played intramural sports.” 

What he does now 
“I am a managing director at JP Morgan. I have been at JPM for over 30 years 
and have held various positions throughout my career. Currently, I have  
responsibility for Global Lending for the Corporate and Investment Bank.”

Andrew J. O’Brien ’85, P16,13,11 

Grew up in …  
Scarsdale, New York

Currently resides in …   
Armonk, New York

Family  
Wife, Robin; Daughters Claire ’16,   
Haley ’13, Molly ’11  
 

Memorable Holy Cross teachers 
“I had many excellent professors, including J.J. Holmes and David Schap,  
my thesis advisors, and Father Reiser for two of his excellent Theology courses.”  

How Holy Cross affected his life 
“Being a student was only the beginning. My relationship with Holy Cross has 
expanded over the years — from Alumni Admissions interviewer, to Career 
Counseling, to Reunion Gift Chair, to a Holy Cross parent — three times over 
— and, finally, to serving as a Trustee.”

Why he believes in Holy Cross   
“Holy Cross combines a world-class liberal arts education with the Jesuit  
tradition. The College provides the complete experience, not only preparing  
students for a fulfilling career after graduation, but, much more importantly, 
providing its students with the values and tools needed to lead impactful lives 
and make the world a better place.” 

How he focuses his Holy Cross philanthropy and why   
“My focus has been on the Holy Cross Fund — supplemented with principal 
gifts, such as funding an endowed scholarship, and more recently, the Hart  
Center project. As a student, Holy Cross provided me with a financial aid 
package that made my attendance possible. It was the generosity of others that 
provided the means for me to earn this wonderful Jesuit education. That is why  
I find it incredibly important to repay those benefactors by giving back to the 
College today. Regarding my support for the Hart Center, two of my daughters 
were members of the Holy Cross Swim Team, and I think it is important to  
provide adequate facilities for our Patriot League athletes.”

What he did at Holy Cross 
“I was a work-study student. My best job was driving the Zamboni at the Hart 
Center. I was an RA. I also played a little rugby and intramural sports.”

What he does now 
“I am a portfolio manager and Head of the Small and Midcap Team at Jennison 
Associates, a money management firm. I am responsible for investing about  
$17 billion in small and midcap stocks for institutional and retail clients. It is the 
perfect job for a student of the liberal arts; it requires that I know a little about a 
vast array of topics and issues.”

John Mullman ‘82, P07

Grew up in …  
Rockville Centre, New York

Currently resides in …   
New York City

Holy Cross family  
daughter, Lauren ’07 

How Holy Cross affected his life 
“My best friends are the handful of guys that I lived with on Carlin 1. They 
are all first-rate gentlemen. My Holy Cross education was top-notch academic 
preparation for a successful career and an opportunity to build my faith, my 
philosophical foundation, and my character, which has guided me through life.”

Memorable Holy Cross teachers  
“Fr. Paris’s class on social ethics was rigorous and challenging. The Narragansett 
retreat led by Fr. LaBran was one of the most pivotal and soul-enriching  
experiences of my life.”

Why he believes in Holy Cross   
“Holy Cross is singularly focused on providing a superior liberal arts education 
to undergraduate students. It continues to be a crucible for creating society’s 
leaders imbued with faith, service, and a higher sense of purpose.”

How he focuses his Holy Cross philanthropy and why   
“As the eldest of a large family from modest means, I could not have enrolled  
at Holy Cross without financial aid. I think it is very important that a Holy Cross 
education be accessible to students from a variety of economic backgrounds, so 
I’ve been a supporter of financial aid. I am also a strong believer in the value of 
the kind of discernment which comes from the retreat experience. I made a gift 
towards the construction of the Contemplative Center so that future students, 
faculty, staff, and alumni can benefit from an opportunity to pause and reflect  
on the most important aspects of life.”
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Autographed History: 
A Q&A with Agnes Neill Williams

There are signed pieces from President Jefferson and President Lincoln. Personal thank you notes  
from President Johnson and the First Lady. A handwritten acknowledgement from President  

Clinton. And letters from Abigail Adams, Alexander Solzehenitsyn, and Mother Teresa.

These are among the 69 framed items that recently arrived at 
the College of the Holy Cross as part of a deeply historic collection 
illuminating significant moments in U.S. and world history.

The magnificent collection, which will be available to faculty 
and students for research, is a gift from Agnes Neill Williams.  

Mrs. Williams has honored 
her late-husband Edward 
Bennett Williams ’41  
P83, H63’s devotion  
to Holy Cross since his 
passing in 1988. 

Mr. Williams — or Ed, 
as he was known —  was 
hailed as one of the finest 
trial attorneys in the  
nation, and advised  
several U.S. presidents 
and represented many  
notable (and notorious) 
clients throughout his 
career. He balanced his 
career with a passion for 
sports — owning both the 

Washington Redskins and Baltimore Orioles — and a passion for 
Holy Cross. Mr. Williams made time to serve on the Holy Cross 
Board of Trustees from 1976–1988, counsel those overseeing the 
Holy Cross athletic programs and plan and implement the  
renovations of Fitton Field. 

Mrs. Williams has made a number of transformational contri-
butions to Holy Cross. Some were made in memory of her husband, 
while others were made in support of programs about which she is 
personally passionate, such as the College’s Pre-Law Program that 
will continue to provide opportunities to generations of students 
interested in practicing law as she and her husband did. She also 
established the Williams Center for Writing and Speaking and the 

Williams Faculty Fellows, which extends her very generous  
support of faculty over the years provided by a number of  
Agnes N. Williams faculty endowed funds.  

The Agnes N. and Edward Bennett Williams legacy has  
become a part of the Holy Cross landscape with Williams Hall, 
which houses more than 200 seniors. And the Edward Bennett  
Williams Memorial scholarship, established in 2001 by  
Mrs. Williams and a number of close friends, has benefitted  
hundreds of Holy Cross students. 

In addition to her philanthropy, Mrs. Williams has generously 
given her time to the College, serving two terms on the Board of 
Trustees until 1998 and, currently, as a member of the Holy Cross 
Advisory Board. Mrs. Williams is a member of the College’s  
Cornerstone Society, and a lifetime member of the President’s 
Council. Last year, she was awarded the P. Kevin Condron Class 
of 1967 Award for Trustee Service at Holy Cross, which recognizes 
outstanding leadership, meritorious service, extraordinary  
commitment and significant contributions to the College.

 “The collection provides students with the unique  
opportunity to experience history through primary sources,” says 
Edward O’Donnell ’86, associate professor of history. “These letters 
give us an insider’s view of what was happening at the time. There 
is a real difference, a humility almost, when holding a piece of  
history, rather than reading it on a screen.”

“This is an impressive collection of important figures in  
U.S. history over time, from the witchcraft indictment to Soviet  
dissidence,” adds Stephanie Yuhl, professor of history. “It is a  
wonderful trove for students to access.”

Why is the collection important to you?
I love history. I was a history major when I was an undergraduate 
student at the College of New Rochelle. I especially enjoy  
reading biographies, particularly those with letters in them. 
There is so much we can learn from letters — the language,  

The collection includes documents and letters from 
(left to right) President Jefferson, President Nixon, 
and First Lady Abigail Adams.

Agnes Neill Williams (right) with her  
granddaughter, Adair Bender ‘12, on her 
graduation day from Holy Cross.

(continued on back page)
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the society, the daily lives of people at the time.
Quotations from the letters are always the most interesting 

to me. I have a multi-volume biography of George Washington, 
which is fascinating. It is written from the history found in his 
letters. 

How did the collection start? 
My husband, Ed, was always interested in history. He started  
collecting historic letters, and he also saved personal letters  
that were meaningful to him. When we moved to our home in 
Potomac in 1972, we quickly realized we had more display space 
throughout our home for framed items. It was then that we  
decided to have the letters and documents framed. 

We displayed the framed items on the walls in our long  
hallway and hung several in the family room. We didn’t think to 
hang them in groupings, such as by year or decade. We were 
practical and hung them on the basis of space we had available 
and what looked good together. As the collection grew, it really 
was a question of where to fit which one according to shape  
and size.

Which items in the collection mean the most to you?  
Which were most meaningful to Mr. Williams?
Ed particularly liked the three Thomas Jefferson items: the July 
17, 1779, letter to Richard Henry Lee, then-Virginia delegate to 
the Continental Congress; a land grant from 1801of 340 acres in 
Ohio Territory to John Scott, when Jefferson was president; and 
a letter from 1822 to Judge Spencer Roane expressing concern 
for Roane’s health. Ed was proud of those. There are also letters 
to Ed from Lyndon B. Johnson and Lady Bird Johnson that meant 
a great deal to him. Ed knew them personally, and these letters 
reflect that.

I am partial to the Clinton letters from 1998 and 1999. These 
days, with autopens and secretaries who sign for their superiors, 
many presidential signatures are not authentic. When we had 
these items appraised to see if the signatures were genuine,  
I was pleased to find out they were originals. 

I also like the Abigail Adams letter written in 1796 to Elbridge 
Gerry, a gentleman who signed the Declaration of Independence 
and was a Governor and Vice President. In that letter, Abigail 
Adams urges politicians to pay attention to the rights of women. 
Reading through that original text, you get a feeling that if she 
were alive today, she may have been president instead of her 
husband! 

What is your hope for the collection?
I have two hopes for this collection. 

First, I hope that the collection will inspire an interest in  
history for Holy Cross students, and encourage them to read and 

research even more about a period in our nation’s story. I was 
inspired in a similar way. When I was in college, one professor 
had us read a biography of Charlemagne, written by a courtier. 
Knowing that the biographer knew his subject personally made 
the book that much more interesting. That era came alive for  
me. I have always thought that high school students would enjoy 
history more if history books had more quotations, and were 
written by or included stories from people who were actually 
there and lived through the periods of time about which the 
book was written. Primary documents — like the original letters 
in the collection — bring the historical figure alive for the reader. 
And with the signatures that these letters have, that makes them 
so much more personal. 

Second, I hope this collection inspires similar gifts to the  
College. Many people have collections of items that are  
meaningful to them, such as art, sculpture, rare books, fine 
furnishings or unique or precious valuables that they might not 
know what to do with. Things that enhance the mission of the 
College would be beneficial for Holy Cross to receive and use 
for scholarship, research and study — or display in key locations 
for students, professors, and visitors to campus. I look forward to 
hearing how the College uses this collection to inspire and teach 
the campus community.

With so many deserving institutions in the world, why have 
you been so devoted to Holy Cross? How is Holy Cross  
deserving of this collection?
Ed loved Holy Cross so much. Before he died, Ed told me several 
times that he would like this collection to go to Holy Cross one 
day. I replied that I would be delighted to donate the collection 
with the hope that it would bring history alive for the students 
in a way most of them had not experienced. When I decided to 
downsize and sell our larger home last year, I knew it was the 
right time to contact Holy Cross to see if it might be something 
of interest.

As I said, Holy Cross meant so much to my husband, and 
it means so much to me. Our son Ned ’83 and granddaugh-
ter Adair Bender ’12 both graduated from Holy Cross. I have a 
lovely photo of my granddaughter and myself on my office desk, 
which was taken on her graduation day. I look at it every day. She 
was the happiest and proudest graduate. 

We are all truly delighted that Holy Cross has honored my 
husband’s intentions, and that his treasured collection will inspire 
future generations to explore history.

Documents and letters from (left to right)  
President Lincoln, President Clinton,  
and David “Davy” Crockett. 

(continued from page 9)
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